“The idea is to change the
perceived value of what
you’re selling”

# 1 : Incentivize to influence!
Providing an exciting added value to customers putting forward an "incentive”
instantly influences your customers to buy.
These incentives may be in the form of free samples, gifts, discount coupons,
demonstrations, shows, contests & offers that your customers just cant refuse!

“By communicating the offers
via various media, the
customers are only pushed to
utilize them!”

# 2 : Communicate & reach out to your customers!
Your customers are using technology much more than you think. By reaching out to
them via phone, email , social & other forms of media, you can be assured that they
will take notice of your promotions.
Not only will this media influence the behavior of your customers, but it will also
reach out to your people in the fastest & most effective way.

“Recognize the importance of a
relationship with your existing
and potential customers.”

# 3 : Your data is your treasure, nurture it!
In‐order to develop and nurture relationships, you need to first create & develop
powerful databases.
Secondly, the database needs to be frequently managed to eliminate redundant
data, as this might even hamper your reach to the usable data.
If you want to extract long‐term loyalty from your customers, you need to
make them feel like they are valuable & nurtured members of your
company.

”The sales promotion must
reach the customers at the

right place & the right time”

# 4 : Relevance is everything!
Every customer is unique & understanding this to tweak your sales promotions to
match their needs & requirements is the key .
The language of the sales promotions must be one that your customers understand &
comprehend easily ‐ which will only encourage the promotion to result in a successful
sale.

“Understand the attitude &
behavior of your customers to
design your sales promotions.”

# 5 : Don’t just customize the promotion, tailor it!
Your customers will respond to the offers differently based on their geographic location,
income bracket, age & also their attitudes, behavior & mindset.
You must tailor the promotions demographically & psycho‐graphically to ensure you
reach out & appeal to your customers. Pay attention to the details.

“The customers will measure
the benefit they receive along
with their purchase – make it
seem valuable.”

# 6 : Shout out the provided tangible benefit clearly!
Want to convince your customers to make the purchase? Convince them that the
value they will receive will be more than the value they spend.
Your customers will not only be motivated to buy the product but will also begin to trust
your brand if you offer clear tangible benefits in the offer.

“Don’t provide the instant
gratification of the sales
promotions to your customers
frequently or permanently, time
it well.”

# 7 : Don’t forget to maintain timing, duration
& frequency!
Understanding that India is a very time driven economy is a must. Festivals, occasions
and seasons influencers the consumers greatly. Tweak that to your advantage!
If the customers are unable to differentiate between the added value of the offers &
the original product, they will get immune to it.

“Involve the customer in the
promotional activity as much as
possible.”

# 8 : Interact, engage & connect well!
The customer wants to be felt important and appreciated; recognize this need &
nurture it well to witness some groundbreaking results.
Do you want to develop a sense of association & bonding with your customers? Then
appeal to your customers psyche by contests, sweepstakes & coupons.

“Use sales promotions in
accordance with other
marketing strategies such as
advertising, direct marketing &
public relations.”

# 9 : Integrate sales promotions with other strategies
& yield greater results!
Sales promotion is an aspect of a promotional mix, don’t forget to use it as a part of it
& not just by itself.
By promoting the offers as a strategy, you will automatically intensify the effectiveness
of the offer.

“Create viral effect to increase
awareness of the offers by the
power & reach of social media!”

# 10 :
Social media & sales promotions must be integrated!
Sales promotions if run on social media such as – FaceBook, Twitter, Foursquare,
LinkedIn, and Pinterest can cause sufficient stir ‐ & it will cost absolutely nothing to
you.
Run the promotions on social media to generate sufficient word of mouth to increase
effectiveness of the campaign.
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your customers or an incentive plan for your employees or channel partners, RewardPort is
your best destination.
We’ll help you ideate, advice you on structure, develop and run the program for you. You sit
back, analyze the outcome, strategize, and you’ll have the time to up the quality of your
product.
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